The first story paper was published in 1966 in Huancayo, Peru. First we used an alcohol duplicator and then a mimeograph. This continued until 1982. For three years, while we lived in Sweden, César Alvarez was in charge of it.

In 1982 we started publishing in Bolivia, on an offset press. The stories were illustrated with pictures of children. We printed 220 story-papers. They were done in serie of 20, each in a different color.

For 20 years, when I worked with the Assemblies of God, “La Perlita” was put on hold. In November 2009 the story-paper came to new life, and now we celebrate 200 stories published on-line.

“La Perlita” includes:
- A weekly life-application story
- A picture to color with memory verse
- A Bible activity for the older children
- A poster with the memory verse
- One illustrated story per month

www.MX1414.wordpress.com
Here you can find stories in English.